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Introduction

In considering the role of any drug in the treatment of hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, the following aspects of the condition and their response to the drug have to be considered separately. 1. Ventricular emptying, i.e. outflow tract obstruction. 2. Ventricular filling, i.e. ventricular compliance. 3. Ventricular relaxation, i.e. pressure fall during the isovolumic period of relaxation. 4. Regression of hypertrophy. 5. Arrhythmias.

Ventricular emptying

The early studies on hypertrophic cardiomyopathy suggest that outflow tract obstruction was the essential feature of the disease. It was soon realized that the outflow tract gradient was labile and could be manipulated by a variety of physiological and pharmacological means (Braunwald et al., 1960; Wigle, 1964; Goodwin et al., 1964). Thus, it is now well recognized that obstruction is increased by manoeuvres that increase contractility, by a decrease in left ventricular after-load and by a decrease in left ventricular filling.

Beta-receptor antagonist drugs, by decreasing contractility and by blocking peripheral dilator beta-endings, and thus causing peripheral constriction, have a dual mode of decreasing left ventricular outflow tract obstruction. Because their effect at the periphery is also of importance we would expect cardioselective beta-blocking drugs to be less effective than the non-selective ones at reducing outflow tract obstruction, and this has, in general, been our experience in the catheter laboratory (Goodwin et al., 1964; Braunwald et al., 1964; Swanton et al., 1977).

Ventricular filling

Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure is often elevated in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and the degree of elevation correlates positively with symptoms and possibly also with prognosis (Swan et al., 1971). In a study looking at responses to isoprenaline infusion and exercise, we showed that left ventricular end-diastolic pressure is usually raised, and that it increases further in response to both exercise and isoprenaline infusion (Webb-Peploe et al., 1971; Webb-Peploe, 1974). This was not simply a rate effect, since pacing to equivalent heart rates, if anything, reduced end-diastolic pressure. Following the administration of the selective beta-adrenergic blocking agent, practolol, the left ventricular end-diastolic pressure fell and end-diastolic volume increased, suggesting improvement in diastolic function, with increased distensibility of the ventricle and an increase in compliance. These effects were strikingly different from those in patients with ischaemic heart disease, dilated cardiomyopathy and in patients who appear to have normal hearts. In these the expected effect of beta-adrenergic blockade occurred, i.e. an increase both in volume and in pressure in diastole.

Subsequently (Swanton et al., 1977), we were able to show, using simultaneous pressure and volume measurements, that both practolol and propranolol produce a fall in diastolic change in pressure divided by change in volume, at the same, or at a lower mean left ventricular end-diastolic pressure, with the diastolic pressure/volume curve being shifted downwards and to the right. These results again suggested a decrease in muscle stiffness and an increase in diastolic distensibility.

Recently, using very similar techniques, Speiser & Krayenbuhl (1981) have studied eight patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy. In three of them, diastolic distensibility appeared to increase but in the others it did not, and in the group as a whole beta-blockade did not affect the diastolic pressure-volume curve. The most likely explanation for these discrepant results is that, in some patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, but not in others, beta-blockade is effective at improving diastolic distensibility. In support of the contention that beta-blockers can improve...
diastolic distensibility, propranolol has been shown to reverse the slow diastolic closure rate of the mitral valve and to increase left ventricular systolic and end-diastolic dimensions in this condition (De la Calzada et al., 1976). Recent work digitizing both angiograms and echocardiograms has shown delay in opening of the mitral valve and disturbance in the rate, duration, and coordination of all movement during filling, suggesting segmental abnormalities of left ventricular function (Sanderson et al., 1977, 1978).

The effect of beta-blockers on diastolic properties of the ventricle does not appear to be related to any change in metabolism, since we have shown that propranolol does not change lactate extraction significantly at any pacing rate, in either those patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy who can be shown to be ischaemic, or in a non-ischaemic group. We could not demonstrate a direct effect of propranolol upon myocardial metabolism in these patients.

The potential value of beta-blockade in hypertrophic patients with angina is thus probably to protect these patients from excessive increases in heart rate (Thompson et al., 1980).

Ventricular relaxation

We recently studied this by making high fidelity measurements of left ventricular pressure at increasing pacing rates in 21 patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy and a control group of 11 patients investigated for chest pain who proved to have normal hearts (Thompson et al., 1983). In both groups the fall in pressure during isovolumic relaxation from the point of min dp/dt approximated closely to a monoequadratic and could be described by a time constant and asymptote. The time constant shortened and the asymptote increased as heart rate rose in both groups, but the time constant was longer and min dp/dt less in the cardiomyopathy group than in the controls at all heart rates. In the cardiomyopathy patients, min dp/dt, but not the time constant, was related to systolic pressure. During pacing, 8 cardiomyopathy patients developed metabolic evidence of myocardial ischaemia, but indices of relaxation did not differ between these 8 and the other 13, either at basal heart rate or at the highest pacing rate. In 10 cardiomyopathy patients measurements were repeated at comparable pacing rates after propranolol (0.2 mg/kg). Left ventricular end-diastolic pressure and indices of contractility decreased after the drug but the time constant did not change. Eight patients received verapamil (20 mg) after which there were substantial reductions in systolic pressure and contractility, but not in end-diastolic pressure. Min dp/dt decreased in proportion to systolic pressure but the time constant was unchanged. At the highest pacing rate before drug administration; three patients had abnormal lactate extraction which was corrected by either propranolol (1 patient) or verapamil (2 patients). Despite abolition of metabolic evidence of ischaemia, relaxation did not improve. We concluded that abnormal isovolumic relaxation is common in patients with hypertrophic cardiomyopathy but its severity correlates poorly with other features of the disease. Abnormal relaxation is not the result of ischaemia, and pressure-derived indices of relaxation do not improve after administration of either propranolol or verapamil.

Regression of hypertrophy

There is, to my knowledge, no report in the literature of propranolol causing regression of hypertrophy in the way that has been claimed for verapamil (Kaltenbach et al., 1979; Rosing et al., 1981).

Arrhythmias

Sudden death is the commonest form of termination in hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (Goodwin & Krikler, 1976) and arrhythmias have recently received attention as a possible cause. Ambulatory electrocardiographic monitoring has shown a high incidence of arrhythmias often passing unnoticed by the patient (McKenna et al., 1980; Ingham et al., 1978). In both these studies, no reduction in arrhythmias was noted when propranolol was administered orally, though there is one report in the literature suggesting a protective effect of very large doses (Frank et al., 1978).
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